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Performances listed under each work title are by Margaret Kitchin and include all known premieres.

Variations for Viola and Piano Op. 1 (1958)

Hugh Wood (b.1932)

First performance Wigmore Hall, 7 July 1959, with Cecil Aronowitz (SPNM concert)
First broadcast performance BBC 25 February 1961, with Cecil Aronowitz
Hugh Wood writes:
“The viola variations, Op. 1, was the first in the style which I have more or less followed all my working
life. I had a friend who played both viola and piano and who one day at the Dartington Summer School
played me the Beethoven C minor variations. This piece was for her. I found that the passacaglia-like
chordal theme would fit to my own viola theme. At the end both elements of the Beethoven theme and
my theme are revealed together. Mátyás Seiber made some criticisms of this climax of the finale, so I
rewrote it.”
The work is dedicated to Wood’s teacher, Iain Hamilton.

Three Pieces for piano, Op. 30 (1955)

Iain Hamilton (1922-2000)

First broadcast performance BBC 7 January 1959
First commercial recording Argo RG 425/ZRG 5425, 7 March 1963 (released 1965)
Iain Hamilton writes:
“The Three Pieces for Piano opus 30 were written in 1955 for an album of
piano music by various composers which was intended for the moderately
accomplished pianist. For this reason they employ little of the virtuoso
technique to be found in the earlier Piano Sonata of 1951 or the later Piano
Concerto (1960) and Nocturnes with Cadenzas of 1963.
The pieces are marked Allegro, Lento and Vivo and the short work is in the
nature of a serenade or divertimento. It is the first of my works which uses a
series but there are strongly tonal influences throughout.”

with Iain Hamilton and Peter
Heyworth in 1957

Margaret premiered seven other works of Hamilton’s. The Piano Concerto no. 1 (1960) is dedicated to her;
the Sonata Notturna for horn and piano (1965) is dedicated to Barry Tuckwell and Margaret.

Sonata for flute and Piano (1939)

Paul Hindemith (1895-1963)

Performed at Hovingham Festival on 1 August 1959 with Rainer Schuelein
Between 1935 and 1955 Hindemith wrote 26 sonatas for winds, strings, piano, organ and harp – he could
play all these instruments except the harp. He explained some of his motivations to his publisher Willy
Strecker in 1939: “You will be surprised that I am writing sonatas for all the wind instruments. I already
wanted to write a whole series of these pieces. First of all, there's nothing decent for these instruments
except for a few classical things; although not from the present business perspective, it is meritorious over
the long term to enrich this literature. And secondly, since I myself have been so interested in playing wind
instruments, I have great pleasure in these pieces. Finally, they are serving me as a technical exercise for
the big punch with which the Harmonie der Welt ... can hopefully be begun in the spring.” Another
motivation may have been the difficulty in getting performances sanctioned by the Nazi regime, which did
not approve of his music; the sonatas gave him something to play with his wife. The flute sonata was
written in 1936 and premiered the following year during Hindemith’s first visit to the USA, to which he
emigrated three years later.

Sonata for violin and piano no. 1, Op. 12 (1950)
First
First
First
First

Peter Racine Fricker (1920-1990)

performance Switzerland, September 1950, with Maria Lidka
British performance RCA Galleries, London, 12 December 1950, with Maria Lidka
broadcast performance BBC 25 July 1951, with Maria Lidka
commercial recording ARGO ATC1002/RG 6, 17 January 1953, with Maria Lidka

By the time of this sonata, written for Maria Lidka, Fricker had moved from a style influenced by
Hindemith, Stravinsky and Bartók to one wholly his own, employing elements of serial technique while
never abandoning tonality. The critic Colin Mason described the thematic material in the second movement
as “probably the most delicately beautiful” that Fricker had so far composed. Talking to Murray Shafer, the
composer commented “...the second movement has a programme, which I have never revealed. At one
point I’ve used an idea of Alban Berg’s – a chain of falling sevenths which he used to illustrate a woman
laughing. I used the same idea of a chain of falling sevenths to illustrate the same thing, which came in
my entirely private programme”. The ending recalls a famous saying of Schoenberg.
Margaret went on to premiere five other works of Fricker’s. The last of the Four Impromptus Op. 17
(1952) and the Piano Variations Op. 31 (1958) are dedicated to her.

Five pieces, Op. 23 (1920-23)

Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951)

Performed at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music on 18 November 1960, and at other times.
With these pieces, together with the Serenade for chamber ensemble Op. 24, and the Piano Suite Op. 25,
Schoenberg broke a silence of many years. The style of all three works is emotionally cooler and more
objective than those he wrote prior to World War I. The first movement of this work treats a 3-note motif
in every possible variant – original form, inverted, retrograde, in augmentation and diminution – first in a
spare 3-part contrapuntal texture, then in a more playful version (though in a slower tempo). The second
movement is violently expressionistic, and uses a 9-note series which governs most of the musical material.
The third movement is extremely intricate in texture – a 5-note motif appears in many different forms.
Here again the emotional climate is cooler (in his book on Schoenberg the late Malcolm McDonald
described it as Expressionist Impressionism). The fourth movement is the scherzo of the set. In the fifth
movement Schoenberg for the first time uses a 12-note series (though only in the original form, without
transposition or inversions) and reproduces the style of a typical Viennese waltz, with occasional 4/8 and
5/8 bars acting as a homage to the traditional rubato of the piece.

Nonomiya, Op. 27 (1969)

Alexander Goehr (b. 1932)

Performed in London on 16 Jun 1970, preceded by a talk by the composer
First British broadcast performance BBC 14 December 1971 (recorded in June)
Margaret’s score is inscribed with the composer’s handwritten dedication to John Ogden, who gave the
première in Macclesfield on 12 May 1969, and a note about the work, the major part of which is quoted
below (with permission of Schott & Co.):
“Nonomiya is the title of a Nō play. The piece is not programmatic but there are certain factors which
seem to have influenced the composition of it and justify the use of the title. The division into two parts
is characteristic of Nō plays if this type. In the first the principal actor (Shitē) declaims a kind of aria. He
reappears in the second part (centuries may have elapsed) as a ghost – threatening those who have been
responsible for his (her) death. Now his singing moves towards a climax and breaks into a dance. Finally
there is a formal exit.”

Piano sonata no. 2 (1962)

Michael Tippett (1905-1998)

Dedicated to Margaret Kitchin “with affection and esteem”
First performance Edinburgh Festival 3 September 1962
First London performance ICA 26 February 1963
Last documented performance Bishopsgate Hall 17
March 1977
The sonata was completed after Tippett’s second opera
King Priam and takes some material from it. Its single
movement is structured as a mosaic of 37 sections each
associated with one of eight different tempo markings.
The composer writes:
“Everything in the sonata proceeds by statement. The
effect is one of accumulation; through constant
addition of new material; by variation and repetition.
There is virtually no development and particularly no
bridge passages. The formal unity comes from the
balance of similarities and contrasts.
The contrasts are straightforward ones of timbres and
speeds. But there are also contrasts of function.
Music can appear to flow; or to arrest itself especially
through the device of ostinato; or temporarily to stop
in a silence. These kinds of contrasts are used
constantly.”
Each of the eight tempi features one or more motifs,
some very brief. Only the first five tempi are introduced
at the start; Tempo 7 first appears halfway through the
piece and Tempo 8 later still. The sonata concludes
with a sort of coda in which the sections become very
short, bringing the work to a climax with the
reintroduction of the Tempo I theme, not heard since
the opening.

reviews of the 1962 première

